Keeping turf in good condition can be more demanding than the toughest course. Scotts is here to help, with one of the widest range of turf care products on the market. For regular feeding of fine turf look no further than Greenmaster®. With ten granular and five liquid formulations to choose from you can exactly match your sward's requirement whether it be for a balanced feed, a high K product, added trace elements or a special tonic.

Slow and controlled release nutrition is available from the Sierra range. Sierraform® slow release fertilizer comes in six different analyses and is particularly suitable for sand-based greens whilst Sierrablen® controlled release fertilizer is the ideal choice to save you time and work as one application will feed your turf all season. For more information about these fertilizers or any other Scotts products talk to your local Area Sales Manager or call 01473 830492.

The Scotts Difference®

The Scotts Company is the leader in research, manufacturing and marketing of products for professional turf care, ornamental horticulture, field and vegetable production and domestic use. From bases in the U.S.A. and Europe, Scotts sells its products in more than 50 countries worldwide.


Scotts UK Professional, Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4HZ. Tel: 01473 830492 Fax: 01473 830586

* Trade Marks of The Scotts Company or its affiliates.
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PRIME CUTS

GREENSTAR & TEESTAR

- Permanent all-wheel drive provides superior traction and reduces marking
- Comprehensive specification - you get more for your money
- Back-lapping without removing units
- Quiet in operation
- Excellent after-sales service direct from the manufacturer or your regional dealer.
- Built in Britain

Ask for a demonstration

Full details of the complete range of SISIS grass cutting machinery from:

SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LTD Hurdsfield, Macclesfield, Ches., SK10 2LZ
Tel: 01625 503030 Fax: 427426 Website: www.sisis.com

SISIS Centre in Scotland: The Roundel, Middlefield Ind. Estate, Falkirk, FK2 9HG
Tel: 01324 629635 Fax: 632894

SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LTD Hurdsfield, Macclesfield, Ches., SK10 2LZ
Tel: 01625 503030 Fax: 427426 Website: www.sisis.com

SISIS Centre in Scotland: The Roundel, Middlefield Ind. Estate, Falkirk, FK2 9HG
Tel: 01324 629635 Fax: 632894

Full details of the complete range of SISIS grass cutting machinery from:

SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LTD Hurdsfield, Macclesfield, Ches., SK10 2LZ
Tel: 01625 503030 Fax: 427426 Website: www.sisis.com

SISIS Centre in Scotland: The Roundel, Middlefield Ind. Estate, Falkirk, FK2 9HG
Tel: 01324 629635 Fax: 632894
Scott MacCallum meets up with two brothers whose move into the golf market certainly hasn’t gone sour

Pastures new

Cleobury Mortimer Golf Club is a fine complex, ten miles out of Kidderminster it boasts 27 interesting holes which are not too intimidating for the novice but with interest enough for the proficient; some magnificent oaks; an attractive clubhouse and some excellent practice facilities, all set in beautiful Shropshire countryside. It looks like it has been there for years. But just seven years ago this was farmland and the staged developed is the work of two brothers, farmers born and bred, who have masterminded the transformation from dairy farm into a golf club boasting over 700 members. Graham Pain now handles the administration of the club while brother, Robert, is in charge of everything outside, although they are interchangeable and don’t believe in job titles - for themselves nor for their 15 staff.

“We were farming 400 acres on three separate sites with a village in the middle so it was never very easy,” explained Graham, who admitted that, for those in agriculture, the writing for the industry had been on the wall for 15 years - going back to when milk quotas were first introduced.

“As relatively young men, in our 30s with wives and families, we looked at the situation and asked ourselves whether we wanted to continue doing what were were doing, with not much light at the end of the tunnel, until retirement. Or did we want to change our lot.”

Having decided on the latter it was a case of whether they dipped their toes in the water of an alternative life or dived right on in.

“It was a case of whether we might open a bed and breakfast, hosting the odd clay pigeon shoot, or really grasp-
Pastures new

Clockwise from above: The 6th on the Badger’s Sett nine

Cleobury’s tribute to Payne Stewart crafted by a local blacksmith and mounted on an old tree stump

The attractive course markers hewn from local timber

Below: Brothers, Graham and Robert Pain

ing the nettle and taking a make or break move... something very radical,” said Graham.

The fact that the three of us are sitting in the well appointed first floor function room in the clubhouse is evidence enough of the path they chose.

Golf was always one of their main options as they owned a substantial amount of land and golf would be a good use of that resource.

“We looked at the Demand for Golf report and, although it had its limitations, it made a point that was relatively valid,” said Graham, referring to the report’s call for more golf courses throughout the country.

The brothers identified a gap in the market between the multi-million pound projects that were being built around the time and the traditional members clubs where membership was given only after a, sometimes intimidating, interview with the committee.

“We suspected that the long term future of golf is in the mid market level - a guy, with a wife, a couple of kids, a mortgage and a reasonably good job and who is looking to take up golf after having played rugby, cricket or football. He’s looking for a sensibly priced product but a good quality golf course.”

Having made this decision the Pains approached the local planner and asked about the feasibility of building a golf course at Cleobury Mortimer.

“The head planning officer advised us to contact the English Golf Union and we got in contact with their local man, Ray Baldwin. That advice saved us spending a fortune on a planning application which could have been thrown out,” revealed Robert.

Ray steered the project through its various phases, designing the first, and subsequent two other nine himself, introducing the brothers to the STRI, who, through Andy Cole, assisted with the construction criteria, and English Nature to guide them through the environmental issues.

The brothers also took a decision to use local contractors wherever possible on the construction of the course and this bore fruit particularly when it came to the drainage of the courses.

“They were a father and son company with huge experience going back to the 50s and 60s when there was a lot of grant available for drainage work. Their knowledge was stunning,” said Robert.

“When we built the irrigation lake, for example, we asked them to dig us the biggest hole they could for the money available. The son started at 7am on the Saturday morning and worked for a whole week then called me to check his levels. I went round the face of the dam it covered three acres to hold five million gallons and he’d done it by eye - and he was half an inch out. He was furious because he thought he’d got it spot on,” said Graham.

That irrigation lake was an example of both looking into the future and making provision in the present has served them well.

“Water is the most precious asset any of us will have in the next ten or 20 years and it is going to be very difficult to manage. So we bit the bullet right at the very beginning when we decid-
ed to put in the lake as well as a bore hole, for which we obtained a licence to pump all through the summer. That will not only give us all our winter needs come what may. Having said that it really was something we’d rather not have spent our money on at that stage, but we felt it was a long term investment,” said Graham.

They also insisted on putting in two main drains 15 metres apart and 18 inches down along the entire length of each fairway on all three of the loops.

“That was our infrastructure and although you could say it was wasteful it meant that we knew what we’d got...”, explained Graham.

“Since then we’ve put in open ditch es around the boundaries of the course to get the water away,” added Robert.

Perryfields provided the seed that was used for the course with the greens on the first nine turf ed and the other two seeded.

“We went for turf because we needed to get the first nine open to bring in some revenue but every loop was in play within 12 months of construction starting,” said Robert.

“In any case, the best thing for a green is to get some size 10s on it,” he added.

The first nine opened in July ‘93 with 202 members with the second nine opening in ‘95 by which time the membership had risen to 500.

The opportunity to build the third nine came with the chance to buy another 50 acres of land in 1997.

“Deciding to go to 27 holes was purely down to commercial reality. We didn’t want to get away from our philosophy of affordable golf for the ordinary guy on a quality facility but in order to satisfy those demands we had to have a lot of pay and play societies and...
corporate days," explained Graham.

"You can only do so much on 18 holes, particularly on your prime days of Saturday and Sunday when you can charge more, and we were becoming victims of our own success - people wanted to play but couldn't get a tee time," he admitted.

The extra nine holes solved that problem as demonstrated by a recent Mixed Open when over 200 players competed while at the same time the weekend regulars were enjoying their own round - all playing 18 different holes and filtering round each other.

The transition from farmer to greenkeeper has been accomplished with great aplomb by Robert who now freely admits there is nothing better than being out working on the course in the summer dressed in shorts.

"A lot of it is not that different from agriculture and involves knowing the soil, but attention to detail is important and not being frightened to ask. We have always sought out unbiased advice," he explained.

The pointed is followed up by Graham.

"Also not being afraid to learn from your mistakes. We've all dropped tremendous clangers but we have always, and also told our staff, owned up to it and been open about it. That way we all learn."

The working patterns of Graham and Robert have worked well when it comes to building relations with the membership.

The brothers place great store in their availability to the membership and believe it has earned them respect.

"They see Robert, who owns half the business, cutting rough or me pulling pints behind the bar and know we are prepared to roll up our sleeves and get on with it," said Graham.

"I'm in the clubhouse in the morning for my breakfast and Graham at the other end of the day and people ask us questions and make suggestions. We can also defuse things. They know that we listen and that we can sanction things to be done rather than wait and have a committee decide on them," said Robert.

It is a point that Graham is eager to take on.

"The great thing about running a golf club is that we have the power to make a difference and this is brought home when we meet golf club secretaries. We don't have many levels of management as our staff are empowered to make decisions as well."

Having seen many golf courses built in the 90s in the hands of receivers and have multiple changes of ownership Graham and Robert have received much acclaim for having undertaken the project the correct way - staging the development and not over stretching themselves.

"It makes us laugh because we did it the way we did because we didn't have the finance to do it any other way. We had security because we owned land and the banks knew us but we always tried to be modest with what we were trying to achieve.

"It is a long term investment. I'm 40, Robert's 42 and we've got a lovely asset out there, on a stunning piece of real estate, which can give us a return in the long term and a reasonable standard of living in the mean time. There isn't a lot more you could want out of life," said Graham.

To use a dairy analogy from their previous lives, and without ever appearing smug, Robert and Graham are the cats who have got the cream.
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North Staffs Irrigation have done it again!

State of the Art Drainage for Greens & Fairways

- Recent development of vacuum assisted fairway drainage (patent applied for) together with clay nodule green banding for round the year play.
- Forget temporary greens and closed courses.
- This system improves aeration and green structure at very affordable prices.
- Recent preliminary contracts at Priors Hayes (Chester) and Market Drayton.
The Committed to Green debate gathers momentum with Joe Bedford, Vice Chairman, and Dean Cleaver, Secretary, of the Federation of European Golf Greenkeepers Associations taking heed from Old Tom Morris

Lessons learned

The question is, did the funding bodies, representative Associations and authorities even look back to see when all programmes were collated if they would work? The answer is NO.

We are not asking for the wheel to be re-invented. The framework of a plan is already in existence. There must be however a system whereby constant reviews are taking place to ensure harmonisation of all programmes.

On course for change a conference by the Royal & Ancient Golf Course Advisory Panel brought both of us to the hallowed ground of St. Andrews, the spiritual home of golf, and a fitting and inspirational place to visit at the dawn of the New Millennium to discuss our beloved game and what we now believe is required "a change of course for golf."

The cold wind of the Eden estuary swept across the old course as we entered the Royal and Ancient club-house. A mysterious quality filled the air as we experienced the warmth and hospitality of the reception area. The Open Championship Trophy sat in an old glass case at the entrance to the "big room" and inside the walls were covered with magnificent paintings. Moving about the room meeting the other guests you could not help being drawn to view the paintings, which depicted many scenes and landscapes. The immortal people of golf were represented in the canvas, among them, old Tom Morris, winner of four Open Championships. A native of St. Andrews, and custodian of the links from 1864 he set about in harmony with Mother Nature and time to assist in the evolution of the Old Course. In this "big room" the changes in golf course maintenance and the essence of golf were hard to fathom. As we admired the portrait of Old Tom Morris we felt very proud of our profession for just like the great man we are the custodians of the courses of the world.

Our predecessors were confronted with many challenges in being the guardians of golf courses and now in our time, we face the question about the role of golf and its place in a modern environment. Who has issue with golf? Is it the European Union, our National Governments, environmental or interest groups, maybe the public? Some people site extremist groups with unrealistic objectives. Whoever they may be golf has responded in different ways:

Golf’s authoritative bodies, the Royal and Ancient and the PGA European Tour through the European Golf Association, formed the Ecology Unit which in turn planned a very laudable environmental programme, ‘Committed to Green’. National greenkeeping associations recognised also their responsibility and implemented specific programmes of education, set up discussion groups and in some cases run excellent Environmental Awards. The Federation of European Golf Greenkeeping Associations, an umbrella group of the nineteen European greenkeeping associations, was set up to meet and share common bonds and interests on education, professional recognition and most importantly environmental issues, on a European level. The lack of adequate communication between
As we admired the portrait of Old Tom Morris we felt very proud of our profession, for just like the great man, we are the custodians of the courses of the world.

Our predecessors were confronted with many challenges in being the guardians of golf courses and now, in our time, we face the question about the role of golf and its place in a modern environment.

Who has issue with golf? Is it the European Union, our National Governments, environmental or interest groups, maybe the public?

do the golfing authorities, ecology unit, greenkeeping associations and others led to different paths being taken. Visions, strategies and plans were drawn with buzzwords like sustainable, biodiversity and stewardship being flaunted. The question is, did the funding bodies, representative Associations and authorities even look back to see when all programmes were collated would they work? The answer is NO. There is no better medium to firmly indicate this than the meeting of FEGGA's nineteen member Associations which took place in Spain back in November 1999. A clear mandate was given to the board of FEGGA, to ensure primary participation for our profession in any specific environmental plan for golf courses, and that is what we intend to do.

We are not asking for the wheel to be re-invented. The framework of a plan is already in existence. There must be however a system whereby constant reviews are taking place to ensure harmonisation of all programmes.

Following our clear mandate we would like to make the following recommendations to the various parties concerned.

**Funding Bodies:**
The Royal and Ancient, The PGA European Tour and the European Golf Association.

- Invite submissions from all professional representative organisations within the golf industry on present and future ideals.
- Set out from the funding policies 'golf-only' environmental programmes and ensure guidance and control.
- Organise a consistent lobby at European Union, national and focal level of the environmental benefits of golf courses. This is correctly reflected in legislation.
- Ensure adequate funding. This issue is the greatest challenge to ever face golf.

**Committed to Green Foundation:**

- Return to golf ecology only, the idea of encompassing other sports is wrong. Golf individuality will be weakened at a vital time when we are coming to terms with this challenge. We do not want to be associated with motorbike organisations.
- Shift the emphasis of the programme to the golf course. Land usage is the primary issue, buildings like clubhouses and hotels are already regulated with waste management and energy efficiency policies.
- Implement from the findings and recommendations of the funding bodies any necessary re-structuring.
- Ensure that any programme implemented is practical with a minimum use of jargon. It must be freely available with self-help in principle to ensure cost does not prohibit participation.
- Promote the benefits of golf course turf.
- Ensure the programme reaches to young golfers and children, they are the players of the future.

**Greenkeeping and representative organisations:**

- We all must be pro-active and put our strength behind a quality environmental programme.
- Through the associations worldwide we have the necessary theoretical and practical knowledge to provide counsel and independent information to sustain any programme.
- Hold regular meetings between architects, constructors, consultants, and trade companies to ensure coherence.
- At our golf clubs and in our communities we must spread the environmental message and the vital role that golf plays.
- Our golfers must be informed so they fully understand future implications for the game.

The game of golf is as diverse as life itself. We live in this 'everything now' society and it is no different for golfers who fuel the desire for immediate and perfect conditioning of our golf courses. How can we teach everyone that a bit of Mother Nature, good environmental practice and above all patience and time are the keys to the future of golf courses?

Look no further than Old Tom Morris, custodian of the links and be inspired to do right.
With Stihl, the power to be more productive is in your hands.

From brushcutters and blowers to hedgetrimmers and chainsaws, Stihl power tools aren’t just designed to get the job done. They’re designed to do the job better, faster and more easily. Powerful performance is only part of the story. Just as important, Stihl products are packed with innovative features that make them safer and more comfortable to use, like our highly effective anti-vibration system.

What’s more, maximum reliability means minimum downtime. No wonder Stihl power tools are the choice of the harder working professional.

For a copy of our 2000 catalogue, call us free today quoting GKIS.

FREEPHONE 0800 137574. Stihl Ltd, Department GKIS, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3BR.

www.stihl.co.uk
Top tips for time management

And all my endeavours are unlucky explorers come back, abandoning the expedition, the specimens, the fillies of ambition still spring in their climate, still unpicked: but time, time is all I lacked to find them, as the great collectors before me.

Keith Douglas 'On return from Egypt, 1943-4'

Why time management?

The signs of poor time management are everywhere to be seen. Endless meetings that proceed without a clear focus or structure because of a weak chair or lack of a clear agenda, desks piled high with cluttered paper work, late for appointments, missed deadlines and failure to achieve objectives, higher stress levels and so on.

Poor time management costs employers and the economy as a whole billions of pounds each year. It contributes to higher sickness and absence rates, lower staff morale and reduced productivity. These are all good reasons for persuading organisations to address this problem.

However, perhaps the most compelling reasons for dealing with poor time management are the negative effects on the individual. Poor time management can mean a failure to achieve personal goals, which in turn can reduce self-esteem.

Life Goals

Begin by looking at your life goals, those outcomes that you would like to achieve in your life outside work. It may be that you want to improve your golf handicap, to do an Open University degree, and to simply have more personal time for yourself and your family. Whatever the case, it is important to try to visualise these outcomes as clearly and specifically as you can. Try to imagine how you would feel if you were to achieve your goals.

Many of us fall at the first hurdle and never get beyond expressing faint desires and hopes. We say that we haven’t enough time, and that provides a convenient excuse for failing to realise our dreams. So to be successful, we must really want to achieve our goals. It is this that will provide the motivation to make time by saving time. If it is important enough, you will make the time.

Time Stealers

Once we have defined our goals, we need to examine what has prevented us from making the time in the past. Sometimes it is because we waste time. Invariably however, we find that we lose time without being fully conscious of where the time leakages have occurred. If you suspect that you lose time in this way, try keeping a log of your time. Take a typical day, and record what happens by accounting for each 5 minute increment during the day.

You may be surprised to find that you lose a lot of time through interruptions, phone calls, unscheduled visits from reps, poorly managed meetings or simply other people who like to idly pass time with you. If so you need to take charge by controlling the way others steal your time. Be gracious with people and ruthless with time.

'The we can’t stand here doin’ nothing, people will think we are workmen.' Spike Milligan

Time Management - an attitude of mind.

Time Management is much more than a set of techniques. It is an attitude of mind. To change our attitudes about anything we need to be motivated to change. In other words we have to want to do it. So what prevents us from achieving our goals?